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President Trump Announces Withdrawal from the
the
Iran Nuclear Deal
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President Donald Trump announced Tuesday afternoon that the United
States would withdraw from the Iran nuclear deal, or
or JCPOA, and
and rere
impose harsh sanctions on Iran—including both JCPOA-related
JCPOArelated sanctions as
well as additional economic sanctions.
In response, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani announced
announced his country
would abide by the tenants of the deal—for now. Foreign
Foreign minister
minister Javad
Zarif tweeted he will begin negotiating with the remaining JCPOA participants—
to include France, Germany,
Germany, the UK, Russia
Russia and China—seeking an outcome
“ensure [the deal's]
deal’s] full benefits for Iran...
Iran…Outcome
determine our
that will "ensure
Outcome will determine
response."
response.”

We asked Cipher Brief experts to comment on this action by the United States:
• Antony
Antony Blinken, former Deputy Secretary of State: "Blowing
“Blowing up the
deal puts us on a collision course with Iran and our closest allies. It gives

Iranian hardliners the excuse to speed again toward the bomb without a
united international coalition to oppose them or inspectors to expose
them. Or if Iran and Europe stick with the deal it forces us to sanction the
latter to stop them from doing business with the former.
former. Either way we
lose."
• AAmb.
m b . James Jeffrey,
Jeffrey, former U.S. Ambassador
Ambassador to Iraq and
and
Turkey: "Trump's Iran decision is a risky choice,
choice, but the next steps will
Turkey:“Trump’s
determine whether it is a serious mistake.
mistake. The
The full U.S. pullout of the
JCPOA and
JCPOA
and reinstitution of U.S. sanctions per se neither dramatically
Iran's theoretical ability
increase economic pressure on
on Teheran
Teheran nor slow Iran’s
weapons... what Trump is doing in this dramatic fashion
to obtain nuclear weapons...what
is to challenge Obama's
Obama’s entire diplomatic legacy—not just on the flagship
JCPOA, but the whole Obama concept of resolving
resolving international conflicts
JCPOA,
states."
by compromises with expansionist states.”

Read more commentary by our experts.
experts.

Gina Haspel,
Haspel, Unfiltered:
Unfiltered: Cipher Brief Experts
Weigh In

Ability to lead the Agency.
Agency. That is,
is, hands down,
down, what supporters of Gina
Haspel are asking
asking lawmakers to
to consider as they decide whether or not to
Central Intelligence.
confirm her in the role of Director of Central
Intelligence.
We polled
whom have worked
polled our own
own Experts,
Experts, many of whom
worked with
with Haspel
Haspel over the
years,
years, and
and not all of whom are fans.
fans. What
What we
we got back was raw,
raw, unfiltered
unfiltered
perspectives, from
insights and
and opinions spanning
spanning aa multitude
multitude of perspectives,
from those who
worked
worked closely with
with her at Langley,
Langley, to some who worked
worked closely with
with her
overseas.
overseas.
• Carmen
Carmen Medina,
Medina, former Deputy Executive Director,
Director, CIA:
CIA: "My
“My memory
of Gina is of a thoughtful leader who did not rush to make decisions.
decisions. This
CIA, where
was not the norm at CIA,
where making decisions was seen by many as a
don't look back.
competitive sport: make a decision firmly and quickly and don’t
This aggressive mission-first
This
missionfirst approach clearly led to some bad outcomes
in the aughts."
• Kevin
Station: "1
Kevin Hulbert,
Hulbert, former CIA Chief of Station:
"I worked very closely with
Gina in 2005/2006 when we were both on
on the "Seventh
“Seventh Floor"
Floor” where the
CIA's senior management sits. At the time,
Director and the rest of CIA’s
time, Gina
Gina

Chief of
of Staff
Staff to the Director of Operations and I was in the Deputy
was Chief
Director’s
office. Without
Without fail,
fail, Gina
Gina always had all the right moves.
moves. IIff
Director's office.
CIA."
confirmed, she
she is going to be a great Director of CIA.”
• Todd
Todd Rosenblum, former Acting Assistant
Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Homeland Defense and Americas'
Americas' Security Affairs: "Gina
“Gina Haspel is by
all who work with her, an
nearly all
an outstanding intelligence officer and
manager. However,
However, she
she should not be confirmed to be the next Director
of CIA because
because of her
her leading role in the decision to destroy the only
CIA' EIT program. Supporters
known tapes of CIA’
Supporters argue she was only
following the direction of her boss, assumed
assumed the action legal and
approved, and
and believed destruction best protected case officers visible in
the tapes. But
But if this is so, she
she was either too incurious for such an
outstanding intelligence officer or is not being candid about her actual
support for that decision."
Read more views on Haspel by
by TCB experts.
experts.
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